Antiviral resistance and direct-acting antiviral agents for HCV.
Direct-acting antiviral (DAA) agents specifically target viral proteins. Two DAAs have been already been approved for the treatment of HCV infection and many more are in development. DAA treatment of HCV infection, however, leads to the selection of viral variants (produced by the error-prone HCV polymerase) that are resistant to the DAA agent in use. The selection of DAA-resistant HCV variants has been studied extensively in vitro and in vivo. Common amino acid substitution sites in each of the non-structural proteins are associated with DAA-resistance: D168, A155, A156 and V36 in NS3 protease; L31 and Y93 in NS5A; S282, S96, P495, M423, M414 and C316 in NS5B. In this review we cover the basic principles of DAA resistance, summarise the available resistance data for the various classes of DAAs and discuss the potential of DAA combination therapy for overcoming DAA-resistance, resulting in major advances in the treatment of HCV.